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MEDIA RELEASE

Humans have finally laid waste to the environment. The once vibrant Earth is a desolate
wasteland, and only the richest can live in comfort. When their meagre existence is
threatened by the greedy and powerful, a band of renegades must fight for survival.
Excessive mining, human pollution and war have left the earth
devastated and all but inhabitable to humans. A Dome built over the
city of Sydney and controlled by the tyrant Silmac protects what is
possibly the last bastion of civilisation. Metal is scarce and highly
prized in a society where even electricity is a luxury.
When Silver is abandoned out in the badlands by her salvage crew,
only a chance encounter with an old mutant saves her. She spends a
stormy night outside the dome reading an old diary to pass the time
After risking her life to return, she soon finds that the Dome no
longer offers the protection it once did, as she faces betrayal, makes
new alliances and uncovers secrets that will bring her into conflict
with Silmac himself as she learns the true function of her home.
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